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IN  SUPPORT OF. . .

 

 A B O U T  E D A C

 

Graves School of Business

University 
Goal 1: Enhancing Student Success  

 

Goal 4: Growing Morgan’s Resources  

 

Goal 5: Engaging with the Community

Assist local entrepreneurs and business ventures

through information dissemination, training

programs, and consultation provided by the

Entrepreneurial Development and Assistance

Center (EDAC).

Facilitate dialogue among practicing

entrepreneurs, academics, and students to

encourage entrepreneurial solutions to

economic development issues within the local

community.

Seek external funding for SBM entrepreneurial

activities (EDAC activities).

Encourage student-run groups to engage in

local community service activities.

Title III
Creation of an entrepreneurship across

campus committee to support university

wide entrepreneurial activities. 

The above strategic priorities are in line with the objectives of Title III, Morgan

State University, and School of Business Strategic Plans.  

The Entrepreneurial Development & Assistance Center's (EDAC) mission is connecting
budding & existing entrepreneurs to resources for venture management and growth.
EDAC is housed on the campus of Morgan State University in the Graves School of
Business. EDAC has been assisting entrepreneurs in and around Morgan State
University since 1992.

Strategic Priorities 
FY ’16 - ’20
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APITAL 
Work with area financial institutions (Community Reinvestment Act) to
educate our audience on capital and banking services available for their
business. 

ETWORKING 
Actively participating in the entrepreneurial ecosystem to help expand the
number of African American and women-owned businesses. In addition,
garner resources to impact the entrepreneurial ecosystem at the
university. 

RAINING 
Developing tools/training to help entrepreneurs scale their enterprise
(sales and team members). 

COMMUNITY
Creating an online community of entrepreneurs to utilize tools from the
center to launch, operate, and grow their enterprise. 

VENTS

Conferences, providing tools to help the internal & external community
of Morgan launch, operate, and grow their enterprise.

R
ESEARCH
In constant communication with the entrepreneurial community, to
identify challenge areas where the various units at the university can
offer recommendations and solutions.

WHAT WE DO...
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FY '18 
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632
FY '19
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261

493
FY '19
FY '18 

985

MORGAN
STUDENTS

BUSINESS
DEVELOPMENT

OUTREACH

THE
FIGURES

THE NUMBERS BELOW REPRESENT THE
NUMBER OF MORGAN--STUDENTS,
STAFF, FACULTY, COMMUNITY
INDIVIDUALS, ALUMNI, STUDENTS  (IN
PUBLIC SCHOOLS), BUSINESS OWNERS
AND BUDDING ENTREPRENEURS
RECEIVING SERVICES FROM EDAC VIA
WORKSHOPS, CONFERENCES, SPEAKING
ENGAGEMENTS, PODCASTS, ACCESS TO
CAPITAL, MANAGEMENT SUPPORT, PRINT
MEDIA AND ONE ON ONE COUNSELING. 
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MORGAN STUDENT PROFILE

  

Why did you start your business? 
Have you ever visited a mall or shopped online
for clothing, and you see a piece of clothing and
say to yourself, "did they put their heart into
this design?" Often times, the reply would be
no. This is why I started my business. I made it
my priority to start a company based on making
clothing made with quality and actual designs
made from the heart. 
 
When did you start your business? 
I started my business on April 4, 2019.
 
What advice would you give future collegiate
entrepreneurs? 
I would tell those entrepreneurs that times get
hard in the beginning, and you will face some
challenges, but in the end, it is rewarding.
Watch out for the distractions and keep your
eyes on the main acquisition from your hard
work.
 
How did the EDAC Internship program help
you now and in the future?
The EDAC program helped me establish
business relationships with seasoned
entrepreneurs and made me more financially
savvy. During my time working with Mr.
Muhammad, I was made more aware of the
beneficial opportunities for establishing a
proper business model and mapping out what
my business needs to be successful. Also, I
learned proper business etiquette and ways to
conduct myself around business executives.
Most importantly, I was provided tools to help
me clearly express future endeavors and
interests I want to involve myself in.
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Marcus Miller
Founder

 

Major 
Multimedia Journalism, Senior         

 
Career Goal 

Fashion Designer, Entrepreneur
 

www.pacestudios.net
 

Social Media
 
 

www.instagram.com/pacestudios.us
 
 

www.twitter.com/PacestudiosU



ALUMNI HIGHLIGHT
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Brian Olds
Founder

Black Speakers Network, LLC W
www.BlackSpeakersNetwork.com

htwww.facebook.com/groups/Black
SpeakersNetwrok/

www.instagram.com/blackspeakers
network/

www.linkedin.com/company/blacks
peakersnetwork/

BrianJOlds@BlackSpeakersNetwork.
com

What was your degree and major while at
attending Morgan?
I attended Morgan State University between
2005 and 2007, having transferred with an AA
degree in General Studies from Baltimore City
Community College. I was initially an electrical
engineering major. Still, I decided to switch to
business and graduated with a B.S. in Business
Administration from the Earl G Graves School of
Business and Management.
 
Were you an entrepreneur as a student? How
did you interact with EDAC as a student?
During my time at Morgan, I would classify
myself as an “aspiring entrepreneur.” I was
involved with a direct sales company, which
turned out to be a valuable experience by
helping me step outside of my comfort zone. I
remember first meeting Mr. Omar Muhammad
and Mrs. Yvette Racks in the office of the
Entrepreneurial Development and Assistance
Center (EDAC) at Morgan. I was immediately
impressed that Morgan had EDAC as a resource
and would often visit and leverage the online
resources provided to supplement what I was
learning as a student.
 
What inspired you to be an entrepreneur?
I am the first person in my immediate family to
own a business and to graduate from college. No
one ever instilled in me growing up that I could
be an entrepreneur. The classic mantra was to
go to school, get good grades, and get a job for
50 years. It was not until I came to Morgan that I
saw the broader world of business and realized
that being a business owner was a viable career
path. My original goal in school was to become
an Aerospace engineer; however, I later learned
that sometimes in life, you have to be flexible
and lean into your natural gifts and talents.



ALUMNI HIGHLIGHT
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Over the year, how did your organization
work with EDAC?
As President of Black Speakers Network, I have
the goal of being the predominate professional
speaker development and training company in
the U.S. I recently relocated back to the
Baltimore area, and Mr. Muhammad at EDAC
was one of the first people that I reached out in
order to better understand the current
business climate of the city. The Baltimore and
D.C. areas combined are one of our company’s
largest membership markets in the U.S., and I
believe that Morgan State University plays a
vital role in the future of economic
development within the city. A great example of
this was our work this year with the youth
entrepreneurship conference in which I was a
speaker and facilitator. Opportunities to invest
back into the youth are in direct alignment with
our goals and organization.
 
What value do you see or hear EDAC has on
your business or businesses in the
community?
EDAC serves as a knowledge, resource, and
relationship hub in Baltimore, which we
consider a valued strategic partner for our
future growth initiatives. At Black Speaker
Network, our mission is to equip, connect, and
inspire the next generation of Black
Professional Speakers. Our entire business
model is built on the spirit of collaboration. We
believe that a rising tide raises all ships. We
rarely release a product or service that does not
have some element of collaboration and by
extension, gives each of our members and
partners the opportunity extends their
collective creditability and thought leadership
to make a more significant impact. I consider
EDAC and Morgan State University to be our
proxy headquarters for our organization in
Baltimore as we continue to identify both
speakers and partners who will be instrumental
in our continued growth.

 
What year did you start your business?
I formally started Black Speakers
Network in 2016; however, I have been
testing various elements of our current
business model since 2008. 
 
How is your business giving back to
the university?
I believe it is essential that every
business, even startups like ours, reflect
the community in which we serve and
seek out opportunities to give back. For
us, this comes in the form of donated
hours to organizations like the Urban
Alliance Baltimore and John Hopkins
University. These organizations produce
annual programs like the public speaking
challenge and business plan pitch
competitions. We like to focus on
engaging in programs that are closely
tied to some aspect of public speaking,
which serves to enhance the interest and
boost the confidence of our youth. We
also stay closely aligned with local
organizations like Black Professional
Men, Inc. that provide additional
opportunities to support the community.
 
Why is it important for alumni to give
back?
The term “self-made” millionaire is a
misnomer. No one successful in any
industry does so alone. If we genuinely
want to see progress as a community,
giving back in some capacity is not
optional. I do believe we should give back
in a way however that draws on areas
that we are already organically involved
so that we can have fun, make money,
and make an impact.



IN THE COMMUNITY... 

  

Throughout the year, the director is requested to speak, sit on panels and conduct
workshops around launching, operating or growing a business to budding and
existing entrepreneurs and organizations within the entrepreneurship ecosystem.  
 
Since 2013, the director has been an active workshop speaker with the Baltimore
City Community College's Leadership and Entrepreneurship program (pictured
above).  He also provides advice to those students who participate in the program.  
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OUR ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Morgan State University’s Entrepreneurial Development and Assistance
Center Receives $75,000 Grant to Support Entrepreneurs and the Self-

Employed
Recognized for its generous contributions to Baltimore, Morgan State University’s
Entrepreneurial Development and Assistance Center ( EDAC ) received a 2019 Lighting
the Way Award from the  SunTrust Foundation  along with a $75,000 grant. EDAC will
use the grant to create resources for individuals participating in the gig economy and
entrepreneurs.
 
EDAC grant from SuntrustThe SunTrust Foundation’s Lighting the Way Awards
recognize select nonprofit organizations that work to build self-sufficient families and
more financially confident communities through financial education, financial
counseling, career readiness/workforce development and small
business/entrepreneurship.
 
“The SunTrust Foundation is proud to recognize and support our local nonprofit
partners that empower and strengthen the communities they serve,” said Stan Little,
president of the SunTrust Foundation. “EDAC is making a meaningful impact with their
programs to improve the financial well-being of the people who need it most.”
 
EDAC is one of 36 nonprofits across the Southeast and Midwest presented with a 2019
Lighting the Way Award from the SunTrust Foundation, which gave a total of $2.7
million in grants to these nonprofits. Housed within the University’s Earl G. Graves
School of Business and Management, the EDAC strives to connect budding and existing
entrepreneurs to resources for venture management and growth. It is supported
through a grant from the United States Department of Education, Title III Program.
 
“We are honored to be one of 36 organizations and two from Baltimore to receive this
award,” said Omar S. Muhammad, director of the EDAC. “The work that we do to enrich
budding and existing entrepreneurs in and around Morgan State University will benefit
greatly from this recognition.” 10



OUR ACCOMPLISHMENTS
Nunn-Perry Awards Recognizes Excellence in DOD Mentor Protégé Program
The DOD Mentor Protégé Program was established Nov. 5, 1990, in response to concerns raised by DOD prime
contractors regarding their inability to meet Small Disadvantaged Business subcontracting goals. At the time,
many SDBs did not possess the technical capabilities to meet DOD subcontract requirements.
 
Today, DOD Mentor Protégé Program participants deliver capabilities across major defense programs in support
of the warfighter. Named for the contributions of Sen. Sam Nunn and the former Defense Secretary William
Perry, who both played critical roles in the implementation of the DOD Mentor Protégé Program, recipients of
the Nunn-Perry Award excel in technical assistance, protégé growth, and impact on protégé development.
 
Shannon Jackson, acting director of the Small Business Programs within the Office of Industrial Policy, recently
congratulated the winners and discussed the important collaborative roles that the mentors, protégés, and
historically black colleges and universities (HBCU) play in the nation’s small business economy and the defense
industrial base.
 
“As our nation continues to face new and increasingly dynamic threats from across the globe, it must leverage
the talents and capabilities of large and small businesses and HBCUs within the defense industrial base. These
small businesses and universities not only include some of our nation’s brightest innovators but are major
contributors to the American workforce and our economy,” Jackson said.
 
“Just as they have been key to the technological advancements that have fueled our past successes, today and in
the future, we lean on them to lead in innovation and to help bring the latest in conventional and
unconventional warfighting technology to the warfighter,” he added.
 
2019 Winners (10 winners; 3  companies were supported with developmental services from
Morgan State U's EDAC)

Air Force: CACI, Crystal Clear Technologies, Morgan State University
Air Force: IBM, Redhorse, Morgan State University 
Army: CACI, Athena Technology Group, Morgan State University

 
Army: Leidos, Time Systems Inc., George Mason University Army: Perspecta, CSCI, Morehouse College
Entrepreneurship Center Missile Defense Agency: Parsons, Trident, Alabama State University MDA: Tec-
Masters Inc., ITSC Secure Solutions, Oakwood University, University of Alabama Huntsville MDA: Tec-Masters
Inc., People, Technology, & Processes, Oakwood University, University of Alabama Huntsville Navy: Raytheon,
EEI, Bethune Cookman University National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency: Booz Allen Hamilton, Darkblade,
Virginia State University, Howard University, Elon University
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Dod Mentor Protege Program

Mentors collaborated with: 
CACI, IBM

 
 Proteges (small businesses):

American Cyber
Athena Technology Group
CPS Professional Services
Crystal Clear Technologies

Redhorse Corporation
CDIT

Service Performed 
 

Provided interns to support
corporations 
CMMI
Training/Implementation
ISO 27001:2013
Implementation
Strategic Planning
Marketplace Analytics and
Alignment Support Services 
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Morgan students on panel for
Millennial Conference. 

  College students
participating in a round of

golf and business.

Teaching elementary school
students the game of golf.

Morgan intern providing
guidance to high school

students. 

Women entrepreneurs
learning during the

W.O.M.E.N. Conference.

Title III Director Sharronn Johnson
bringing remarks during our

youth entrepreneurship
conference 

Morgan alum and
entrepreneurs participating
at the Millennial Conference

Students and teachers from
Urban Prep Academy visit

during homecoming

Entrepreneur Omar sharing
tips on building a business at

Baltimore City Community
College

Morgan alum recognized during
the annual W.O.M.E.N.

Conference 

PNC Representative
conducting workshop during

Millennial Event

Field trip to the Aspen
Institute with Morgan

Students topic:
entrepreneurship 
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Morgan Alum and
entrepreneur conducting

workshop at youth
entrepreneurship conference

Entrepreneur Omar attending
the Inc Magazine Event

Golf and business make for a
great connection.  

Providing feedback to high school
students about their business

idea. 

Morgan alum participating on a
panel for the Millennial

Conference. 

Students participating in a workshop
on entrepreneurship. 

EDAC hosts the Small Business
Summit with area banks.

Strategic partnership on
wealth, health and
entrepreneurship.

In the community conducting a
workshop on business

planning.

Attending an event with
Baltimore's entrepreneurial

ecosystem.

Morgan alum speaking to
students during an

entrepreneurial workshop.

Sharing the work that we do
with students. 



RESOURCE PROVIDERS WORKING WITH US TO
SUPPORT OUR EFFORTS...THANK YOU!

STUDENTS 
OTHER UNITS ON CAMPUS

ALUMNI IBM 
CACI

CONSULTANTS
BANKS/FOUNDATIONS
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EVENTS

Volunteers

 

 

Local Entrepreneurs

 

 

SunTrust Foundation



FY '20 EVENTS 
 

 

NOV

DEC

JAN

FEB

MAR

APR

MAY

JUN

JUL

AUG

SEP

OCT

Virtual Event

Monthly 

Virtual Summit

SUMMER BUSINESS ACADEMIES

 

 

SUMMER BUSINESS ACADEMIES
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Podcasts



Contact Us

78
BILLION

total revenue

MILLION
earnings

21
PERCENT

gross profit

edacpreneur

www.edacmorgan.com

443.885.3663/3261

Morgan State University
School of Business
EDAC, Suite 302  
4100 Hillen Road 
Baltimore, MD 21218

The EDAC Team
Omar S.  Muhammad, Director 
Yvette Racks,  Administrative Assistant

Advisory Board 
Ramsey Harris,  PNC Bank 
Stanley Tucker,  MMG Group
Deborah Ti l lett ,  ETC Balt imore 
N. Scott  Phi l l ips,  MBDA Business Center

 

 

 


